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Entertainment &
Communication Robots

15+ years of humanoid
robot development

100+ robots
installed worldwide

30+ full time
employees

Comprehensive Design
& Manufacturing Facilities

BACKGROUND
Engineered Arts Ltd was founded in October 2004
by Director, Will Jackson.
Engineered Arts originally employed the talents of
local artists and engineers to produce a number of
bespoke mixed media installations for UK science
centres and museums. These included major
commissions for the Eden Project, Glasgow Science
Centre, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew and Centrum
Kopernik in Warsaw.
Will Jackson

Eden Project

Many of these projects involved simple
mechanical figures, animated by standard
industrial controllers.
The role of “Mechanical Actors” took a significant
step forward when, early in 2005, the Company
began work on the Mechanical Theatre for the
Eden Project. This involved three figures, with
storylines focused on genetic modification. Rather
than designing another ad-hoc set of figures for
this new commission, we decided to develop a
generic programmable figure that would be used
for the Mechanical Theatre, and the succession of
similar commissions that would hopefully follow.
The result was RoboThespian Mark 1 (RT1).

Trade event 2012

Westworld Project

Since the early days the Company has
continuously pushed the boundaries of humanoid
robot development from ultra realistic figures
with human-like movements and advanced social
behaviours to cloud enabled robotic development
and operating software.
We make robots that WOW.

RoboThespian Mark 1

Virtual Robot

PRODUCTS
At Engineered Arts, we make the most
memorable robotic experiences in the
world. The unique combination of cutting
edge technology and focus on public
experiences means nothing in the world
comes close to seeing one of our robots.
Based in the UK, we have an extremely
talented team of designers, engineers,
artists and developers. All working
together to produce hardware and
software, that creates joy and
entertainment in the most novel way.
We use in-house manufacturing facilities
to ensure rapid design, prototyping, testing
and re-manufacturing. We are constantly
innovating to ensure our robots are easy
to use and hard to ignore. Our robots find
homes as star attractions at theme parks
and museums, research platforms at
academic institutes and engaging
presenters at corporate events.

PRODUCT EVOLUTION

RT 1.0

RT 2.0

RT 3.0

SB 1.2

Our first robot actor

New head & eye
Design

Onboard valves & camera,
5 digit articulated hands,
upgraded software

Integrated, back projected
3D animatable face.

King Kong

SaiBaba

Owen and Selma

Cleo and Adran

Giant animatronic head
for Madame Tussauds

First human realistic robot.
Extreme detail, bio-mimetic
engineering, simple movements

Improved mechanics,
integrated eyeball cameras,
quick release head, better
interaction, more movements

Fully articulated shoulders
and arms, improved
facial expressions

RT 4.0

Updated hardware,
Tritium software framework
& advanced social interaction

Tritium

The world's first fully featured,
cloud-enabled robot operating
system with rich development tools

Mesmer is the worlds
most advanced robotics
technology for creating
beautifully lifelike,
fully animated,
interactive robotic
figures.

Beyond Animatronics
These are more than simple animatronics, every component
has been designed specifically for Mesmer, to achieve fluid
movements which are natural, not mechanical. They can be
animated, programmed and reprogrammed, triggered to
play pre-recorded, interactive content or even remotely
controlled by a human operator

You, me or the Queen?
Mesmer figures can be any character, current or historic,
real or fictional, human or alien. Give us a challenge.

Built to Entertain for Years
All components are easy to remove for maintenance, you
can even swap the head to an entirely different character
in less than a minute.

Cloud Connected
Reap the benefits of the cloud with our Tritium software
platform. Monitor Mesmer’s vital signs, remotely operate
to entertain visitors, let Mesmer tell you the forecast and
connect Mesmer with their environment. With Tritium,
any connected feature can be realised.

Building Abdul Kalam

Easy to use, hard to ignore
Introducing RoboThespian, the ultimate acting
humanoid designed for human interaction in a
public environment. The first and most iconic
robot from Engineered Arts. Featuring an
incredibly expressive range of movements and
emotions, he is the perfect talking robot. The
charming and elegant design is well balanced
and amazes wherever he travels. He is at home
as an entertainer, salesman, an actor in a film
or theatre or as a teacher. Just set him up and
watch him go. RoboThespian can be animated
on the fly, or ahead of time. He can also be
inhabited remotely, making him the ultimate
telepresence device.

Cloud software for your hardware
When Engineered Arts started creating
epic humanoids there was no robotics
operating system which included the
hardware development tools and cloud
connections we wanted, so we set out to
create one from scratch.
All of our hardware is developed with,
and runs on, Tritium. Now yours can too.
Quickly develop your hardware with a
software framework that is simple to use.
Use the powerful development tools to
programme and debug it. Deploy, scale,
manage and support the hardware as it
takes off. Add tele-operation ability,
create subscription services, premium
upgrades and app downloads over-the
-air through a dedicated app store.
Let Tritium keep you at the forefront of
the digital transformation curve.
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